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ABSTRACT

Background. Acute kidney injury (AKI) is a common and serious condition defined by a rapid decline in kidney function.
Data on changes in long-term kidney function following AKI are sparse and conflicting. Therefore, we examined the
changes in estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) from before to after AKI in a nationwide population-based setting.
Methods. Using Danish laboratory databases, we identified individuals with first-time AKI defined by an acute increase
in plasma creatinine (pCr) during 2010 to 2017. Individuals with three or more outpatient pCr measurements before and
after AKI were included and cohorts were stratified by baseline eGFR (≥/<60 mL/min/1.73 m2). Linear regression models
were used to estimate and compare individual eGFR slopes and eGFR levels before and after AKI.
Results. Among individuals with a baseline eGFR ≥60 mL/min/1.73 m2 (n = 64 805), first-time AKI was associated with a
median difference in eGFR level of −5.6 mL/min/1.73 m2 [interquartile range (IQR) −16.1 to 1.8] and a median difference
in eGFR slope of −0.4 mL/min/1.73 m2/year (IQR −5.5 to 4.4). Correspondingly, among individuals with a baseline eGFR
<60 mL/min/1.73 m2 (n = 33 267), first-time AKI was associated with a median difference in eGFR level of
−2.2 mL/min/1.73 m2 (IQR −9.2 to 4.3) and a median difference in eGFR slope of 1.5 mL/min/1.73 m2/year (IQR −2.9 to 6.5).
Conclusion. Among individuals with first-time AKI surviving to have repeated outpatient pCr measurements, AKI was
associated with changes in eGFR level and eGFR slope for which the magnitude and direction depended on baseline eGFR.
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INTRODUCTION

Acute kidney injury (AKI) is a common and serious condition
defined by a rapid decline in kidney function reflected by a rise
in plasma creatinine (pCr) and/or a decrease in urine output [1].
The incidence of AKI has been estimated to be approximately
2–3 per thousand population per year [2, 3], while around 1 in 5
develop AKI during hospitalization [4]. AKI and chronic kidney
disease (CKD) are intricately connected conditions, and just as
CKD is a well-established risk factor for AKI, AKI is a risk factor
for CKD [3, 5, 6]. Intriguingly, even if the estimated glomerular
filtration rate (eGFR) recovers to the level prior to AKI, AKI in-
creases the risk of developing CKD [7–10]. This could be a con-
sequence of AKI-induced loss of functioning nephrons, which,
however, may stay undetected due to changes in muscle mass,
renal reserve and glomerular hyperfiltration [11–13]. Alterna-
tively, an increased risk of CKD following AKI could be due to
an accelerated loss of nephrons after AKI, leading to a higher
rate of eGFR decline following AKI. Studies describing changes
in eGFR from before to after AKI are few and have shown incon-
sistent results [14–19]. An American cohort study found that AKI
was not associated with changes in eGFR level and eGFR slope in
individuals with CKD,while individuals without CKD had a drop
in eGFR level of around 10% after AKI [14]. Other cohort studies
have reported a higher rate of eGFR decline following AKI [15,
17, 18]. However, a lower rate of eGFR decline after AKI among
individuals with CKD has also been reported [19]. Similarly, one

study reported an increase in eGFR level after AKI among indi-
vidualswith CKDwhen combining creatinine samples fromboth
a clinical and research setting [17]. In addition to the relatively
small sample sizes [15–19], the transportability of former stud-
ies is limited by data stemming from specific patient cohorts or
non-population-based databases [14–19], and by primarily ad-
dressing eGFR changes in individuals with CKD [14, 15, 17, 19].
Knowledge about changes in kidney function from before to af-
ter AKI in an unselected population-based cohort is important
for the general understanding of disease mechanisms and to
plan follow-up after AKI. Therefore, we examined changes in
eGFR level and eGFR slope from before to after first-time AKI
in two general population cohorts stratified by baseline eGFR
level (≥/<60 mL/min/1.73 m2) using Danish population-based
laboratory databases linked with health and administrative
databases.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Setting

This nationwide cohort studywas conducted inDenmark,which
had 4.6 million adult residents in 2018 [20]. Denmark has a
universal healthcare system allowing for tax-funded access
to general practitioners and specialized care, with the latter
mainly being provided by hospitals [21]. The unique personal
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identification number assigned to all Danish citizens at birth
or upon immigration enables individual-level linkage of data
across registries [22].

Blood samples performed in general practices, hospitals and
other specialized care facilities in Denmark are analyzed at
hospital-based laboratories, and test results are recorded in cen-
tral databases [23, 24]. Information on pCr measurements was
obtained from the Clinical Laboratory Information System Re-
search Database (LABKA) [23], which contains laboratory infor-
mation fromblood samples from general practices and hospitals
in the North and Central Denmark Regions since the 1990s, and
the Register of Laboratory Results for Research (RLRR) [24],which
contains nationwide laboratory information fromblood samples
taken in general practices or hospitals since 2013.

The study was approved by the Danish Data Protection
Agency (record number 2015-57-0002) through registration at
Aarhus University (record number 2016-051-000001/812). Ethics
approval and informed consent are not required for registry-
based observational studies in Denmark.

Participants

We identified individuals with a first-time laboratory-recorded
AKI (see definition below) among adult Danish individuals with
a recorded pCr measurement in LABKA and/or RLRR from
1 April 2010 through 2017. pCr measurements in this period
were analyzed using standardized isotope dilution mass spec-
trometry, ensuring precise measurements with a low level of
measurement error and no need for recalibration [25, 26]. We
excluded measurements from individuals with kidney failure
at the time of testing. Kidney failure was defined as a diagno-
sis of dependency on dialysis, a procedure code for dialysis due
to CKD, previous kidney transplantation or two outpatient eGFR
<15 mL/min/1.73 m2 separated by at least 90 days. To be able
to estimate eGFR level and eGFR slope, we restricted the anal-
ysis to individuals with three or more outpatient pCr measure-
ments spanning at least 90 days at any timemore than 7 days be-
fore AKI as well as three or more outpatient pCr measurements
spanning at least 90 days from 90 days after AKI and onwards.
Furthermore, we required that at least one of the pCr measure-
ments before AKI was performed within a year of AKI as this
was used to estimate baseline eGFR (see definition below). In-
dividuals were divided into two main cohorts based on base-
line eGFR being ≥/<60 mL/min/1.73 m2. pCr measurements per-
formed during the first 90 days after AKI were not included as
this period is considered the point of transition from an acute to
a chronic kidney condition [27].

Acute kidney injury

AKI was defined in accordance with the Kidney Disease: Improv-
ing Global Outcomes (KDIGO) creatinine criteria as: (i) an abso-
lute increase of ≥26.5 μmol/L within 48 h; (ii) a relative increase
of ≥1.5 times the lowest pCr within the last 7 days; or (iii) a rela-
tive increase of ≥1.5 times baseline. Baseline pCr was defined as
the median outpatient pCr within the previous 8–365 days [28].
The urine output criteria for AKI were not incorporated due to a
lack of data.

Covariates

We included information on comorbidity at the time of first AKI
using information on in- or outpatient diagnoses and treatments
within 10 years before AKI from the Danish National Patient

Registry [29]. Additionally, we included information on prescrip-
tions filled within 90 days before AKI from the Danish National
Prescription Registry [30]. Information on sex and age was ob-
tained from the Danish Civil Registration System [31].

Outcome

Participants were followed from the time of the first pCr mea-
surement until the development of kidney failure, death, cen-
soring or 31 December 2018, whichever came first.

Themain outcomewas eGFR as a function of time before and
after AKI. eGFR was calculated from pCr, age and sex using the
Chronic Kidney Disease Epidemiology Collaboration (CKD-EPI)
equation assuming non-Black race [32]. Only outpatient mea-
surements of pCr were included in the calculation of eGFR as-
suming a steady state, which may not be expected during hos-
pitalization due to acute illness [27, 32].

Statistical analysis

We tabulated characteristics and follow-up information for indi-
viduals included and excluded due to insufficient pCr measure-
ments. Characteristics included age, sex, baseline pCr, baseline
eGFR,number of outpatient pCrmeasurements after AKI, follow-
up time after AKI, and specific comorbidities and prescriptions
at the time of first AKI. Thesewere summarized asmedianswith
interquartile range (IQR) for continuous variables, and as counts
with proportions for categorical variables.We used cubic splines
to plot median eGFR with IQR against time.

For each individual, we calculated the daily median eGFR if
multiple outpatient measurements were performed and mod-
eled eGFR as a function of time since AKI using two linear re-
gression models: one based on measurements >7 days before
AKI and one based on measurements >90 days after AKI (Fig. 1).
Using the two regression models for each individual, we extrap-
olated eGFR to the time of AKI and calculated “change in eGFR
level,” “relative change in eGFR level” and “change in eGFR slope”
from before to after AKI. The “change in eGFR level”was defined
as the extrapolated eGFR level at the time of AKI (equivalent to
the intercept) from the regression using data after AKIminus the
extrapolated eGFR level at the time of AKI from the regression
using data before AKI. The “relative change in eGFR level” was
defined as the “change in eGFR level”divided by the extrapolated
eGFR level at the time of AKI from the regression before AKI. The
“change in eGFR slope” was defined as the slope of the regres-
sion after AKI minus the slope of the regression before AKI. For
each cohort and subcohort, estimates were presented as medi-
ans with IQR. A “rapid decline in eGFR”was defined as a decline
in eGFR of more than 5 mL/min/1.73 m2/year following AKI in
accordance with the KDIGO definition [27].

Additional analyses were conducted to examine the robust-
ness of our findings. First, a sensitivity analysis including pa-
tients with two or more pCr tests before and after AKI was
conducted. Second, individuals were stratified by age groups
(<40, 40–59, 60–79 and ≥80 years) and eGFR category (<45,
45–59, 60–89 and ≥90 mL/min/1.73 m2). Third, the two main
cohorts with baseline eGFR ≥/<60 mL/min/1.73 m2 were strat-
ified by AKI stage, location, setting and calendar period (2010–
13, 2014–15 and 2016–17). The AKI stage was defined in
accordance with the KDIGO criteria based on changes in
pCr or initiation of renal replacement therapy [33]. AKI
was categorized as being: (i) hospital-acquired if the pCr
measurement qualifying for AKI was taken during an admission
excluding the first day of admission; (ii) community-acquired
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Figure 1: Conceptual model. The blue line represents a hypothetical continuously measured eGFR trajectory. The solid green line represents the eGFR trajectory before
AKI and the dotted green line the extrapolated eGFR trajectory from the period before AKI. The solid orange line represents the eGFR trajectory after AKI and the dotted
orange line the extrapolated eGFR from the period following AKI.

if the pCr measurement qualifying for AKI was taken on a
day without admission or on the first day of admission, since
changes at admission most likely would reflect AKI prior to
admission; (iii) surgery-related if occurring within 7 days after
surgery; and (iv) sepsis-related if occurring during an admission
with a diagnosis of sepsis. As groups were not mutually exclu-
sive, each AKI event could be counted in more than one group.

All statistical analyses and visualizations were made using
R version 4.0.4 [34] and the data.table [35] and Tidyverse [36]
packages.

RESULTS

We identified 265 161 individuals with first-time AKI of whom
98 072 had three or more outpatient pCr measurements before
and after AKI, making them eligible for further analyses (Fig. 2
and Supplementary data, Table S1). The included individuals
were younger (median ages 71 vs 74 years), had a higher preva-
lence of most comorbidities, and a higher proportion with stage
1 AKI and a lower proportion with stage 3 AKI compared with
those not included (Supplementary data, Table S1). Furthermore,
included individuals had a substantially lower 1-year mortality
(3% vs 33%) and consequently longer follow-up andmore outpa-
tient pCr measurements after AKI. Among included individuals,
64 805 (66%) had a baseline eGFR ≥60mL/min/1.73m2 and 33 267
(34%) had a baseline eGFR <60 mL/min/1.73 m2 (Fig. 2).

Characteristics

Individuals with a baseline eGFR ≥60 mL/min/1.73 m2 had a
median age of 68 years (IQR 58–77) and one-third were women
(Table 1). The median baseline eGFR was 87 mL/min/1.73 m2

(IQR 74–100). Overall, there was a high prevalence of comor-
bidities and prescription drug use, with hospital-diagnosed

Individuals with AKI
n = 265 161

Individuals with <3 pCr
measurements before AKI or
missing a pCr measurement
within a year before AKI
n = 95 245

Individuals with ≥3 pCr measurements
both before and after AKI

n = 98 072

Baseline eGFR
≥60 ml/min/1.73 m 2

n = 64 805

Baseline eGFR
<60 ml/min/1.73 m 2

n = 33 267

Individuals with ≥3 pCr measurements
before AKI and a pCr measurement

within a year before AKI
n = 169 916

Individuals with <3 pCr 
measurements after AKI
n = 71 844

Figure 2: Flow chart of individuals with AKI. Baseline eGFR was defined as the
median outpatient eGFR within the previous 8-365 days.
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Table 1: Characteristics of individuals with first-time AKI.

Baseline eGFR
≥60 mL/min/1.73 m2,

n (%)

Baseline eGFR
<60 mL/min/1.73 m2,

n (%)

Number of individuals 64 805 33 267
Female 22 476 (35) 26 009 (78)
Age (years), median (IQR) 68 (58–77) 76 (70–83)
pCr at index (μmol/L), median (IQR) 110 (89–134) 173 (144–216)
Baseline eGFR (mL/min/1.73 m2), median (IQR) 87 (74–100) 46 (36–53)
No. of outpatient pCr measurements before index, median (IQR) 8 (5–13) 9 (6–16)
AKI stage
Stage 1 49 927 (77) 26 093 (78)
Stage 2 10 257 (16) 4254 (13)
Stage 3 4621 (7.1) 2920 (8.8)

Comorbidity (within prior 10 years)
Hospital-diagnosed hypertension 25 517 (39) 17 932 (54)
Atrial fibrillation/flutter 9432 (15) 8999 (27)
Ischemic heart disease 11 749 (18) 10 838 (33)
Heart failure 6737 (10) 7524 (23)
Stroke 5196 (8.0) 3795 (11)
Kidney diseasea 2647 (4.1) 3988 (12)
Asthma 3110 (4.8) 1096 (3.3)
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 8441 (13) 4850 (15)
Chronic liver disease 3087 (4.8) 635 (1.9)
Connective tissue disease 5538 (8.5) 2104 (6.3)
Cancer 15 666 (24) 9050 (27)
Overweight or obesity 6820 (11) 2931 (8.8)
Diabetesb 16 725 (26) 11 426 (34)

Prescription drug use (within the prior 90 days)
ACE-Is/ARBs 26 973 (42) 18 700 (56)
Thiazide or loop diuretics 25 593 (39) 18 525 (56)
Calcium channel blockers 15 508 (24) 10 974 (33)
NSAIDs 10 573 (16) 4438 (13)
Antibiotics 17 586 (27) 9534 (29)
Statins 19 843 (31) 14 133 (42)
Cytostatics 2904 (4.5) 826 (2.5)

Follow-up information
Duration of follow-up, years, median (IQR) 3.2 (2.1–4.7) 2.8 (1.8–4.3)
No. of outpatient pCr measurements after index, median (IQR) 12 (7–21) 13 (8–22)
Deaths within 1 year after AKI 1731 (2.7) 1326 (4.0)
Deaths within 5 years after AKI 16 754 (26) 13 241 (40)
Kidney failure within 1 year after AKI 30 (0.0) 252 (0.8)
Kidney failure within 5 years after AKI 282 (0.4) 1442 (4.3)

aIncluding diabetic nephropathy, hypertensive kidney disease, glomerular disease, tubulo-interstitial disease and congenital kidney disease
bBased on both diagnosis and prescription drug use.
ACE-I, angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitor; ARB, angiotensin II receptor blocker; NSAID, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug.

hypertension and the use of angiotensin-converting enzyme in-
hibitors and angiotensin II receptor blockers being the most
common. The median number of outpatient pCr measurements
before first AKI was 8 (IQR 5–13). Themedian follow-up after first
AKI was 3.2 years (IQR 2.1–4.7), and the median number of out-
patient pCr measurements was 12 (IQR 7–21).

Individuals with a baseline <60 mL/min/1.73 m2 had a me-
dian age of 76 years (IQR 70–83), and three-quarterswerewomen.
The median baseline eGFR was 46 mL/min/1.73 m2 (IQR 36–53).
There was a high prevalence of comorbidities and accordingly a
high proportion of prescription drug users. The median number
of outpatient pCr measurements before first AKI was 9 (IQR 6–
16). The median follow-up after first AKI was 2.8 years (IQR 1.8–
4.3), and the median number of outpatient pCr measurements
was 13 (IQR 8–22).

Outpatient eGFR level and eGFR slope before and after
AKI

In both cohorts,median eGFR decreased in the period before AKI,
sharply declined at the time of AKI and subsequently improved,
although it did not fully return to the level before AKI (Fig. 3).

In the cohort with baseline eGFR ≥60 mL/min/1.73 m2, the
median difference in absolute eGFR level from before to after
AKI was −5.6 mL/min/1.73 m2 (IQR −16.1 to 1.8), which was
equivalent to a median relative change in eGFR level of −6.1%
(IQR −18.5 to 2.1) (Fig. 4 and Table 2). The median slope of eGFR
was −0.7 mL/min/1.73 m2/year (IQR −2.9 to 1.5) before AKI and
−0.9 mL/min/1.73 m2/year (IQR −4.2 to 1.9) after AKI, corre-
sponding to a median difference in slope of −0.4 mL/min/1.73
m2/year (IQR −5.5 to 4.4).
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Figure 3: Median eGFR with IQR according to time before and after AKI.

Among individuals with a baseline eGFR <60 mL/min/
1.73 m2, the median difference in absolute eGFR level from
before to after AKI was −2.2 mL/min/1.73 m2 (IQR −9.2 to 4.3),
which was equivalent to a median relative change in eGFR level
of −5.5% (IQR −21.3 to 11.0), and the median difference in eGFR
slope was 1.5 mL/min/1.73 m2/year (IQR −2.9 to 6.5) (Fig. 4 and
Table 2).

Findings from the sensitivity analysis including patients
with two or more pCr measurements before and after AKI were
similar to the primary analysis (Supplementary data, Tables S2
and S3).

Additional analyses

Stratification by age groups and eGFR category

In the cohort with baseline eGFR ≥60 mL/min/1.73 m2, we ob-
served consistently lower eGFR levels and faster rates of eGFR
decline following AKI across all age groups (Supplementary
data, Table S4). Among individuals with a baseline eGFR
<60 mL/min/1.73 m2, changes in eGFR were similar across age
groups and comparable to the changes in the overall cohort
(Supplementary data, Table S5).
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Figure 4: Distribution of extrapolated eGFR levels and eGFR slopes before and after AKI by baseline eGFR.

Table 2: Extrapolated eGFR levels and eGFR slopes before and after AKI by baseline eGFR.

Baseline eGFR ≥60 mL/min/1.73 m2 (n = 64 805)
Extrapolated eGFR level at the time of AKI (regression before AKI), mL/min/1.73 m2, median (IQR) 86.7 (73.3–100.1)
Extrapolated eGFR level at the time of AKI (regression after AKI), mL/min/1.73 m2, median (IQR) 81.0 (63.2–96.9)
Change in eGFR level, mL/min/1.73 m2, median (IQR) −5.6 (−16.1 to 1.8)
Relative change in eGFR level, %, median (IQR) −6.1 (−18.5 to 2.1)
eGFR slope before AKI, mL/min/1.73 m2/year, median (IQR) −0.7 (−2.9 to 1.5)
eGFR slope after AKI, mL/min/1.73 m2/year, median (IQR) −0.9 (−4.2 to 1.9)
Change in eGFR slope, mL/min/1.73 m2/year, median (IQR) −0.4 (−5.5 to 4.4)
Rapid decline in eGFR before AKI (>5 mL/min/1.73 m2/year), n (%) 9 396 (14.5)
Rapid decline in eGFR after AKI (>5 mL/min/1.73 m2/year), n (%) 13 869 (21.4)

Baseline eGFR <60 mL/min/1.73 m2 (n = 33 267)
Extrapolated eGFR level at the time of AKI (regression before AKI), mL/min/1.73 m2, median (IQR) 44.1 (34.6–52.1)
Extrapolated eGFR level at the time of AKI (regression after AKI), mL/min/1.73 m2, median (IQR) 39.9 (30.1–50.1)
Change in eGFR level, mL/min/1.73 m2, median (IQR) −2.2 (−9.2 to 4.3)
Relative change in eGFR level, %, median (IQR) −5.5 (−21.3 to 11.0)
eGFR slope before AKI, mL/min/1.73 m2/year, median (IQR) −2.3 (−5.2 to −0.3)
eGFR slope after AKI, mL/min/1.73 m2/year, median (IQR) −0.9 (−4.0 to 1.8)
Change in eGFR slope, mL/min/1.73 m2/year, median (IQR) 1.5 (−2.9 to 6.5)
Rapid decline in eGFR before AKI (>5 mL/min/1.73 m2/year), n (%) 8651 (26.0)
Rapid decline in eGFR after AKI (>5 mL/min/1.73 m2/year), n (%) 6715 (20.2)

When stratifying by baseline eGFR category all four cohorts
showed a lower eGFR level following AKI (Supplementary data,
Table S6). The cohort with eGFR ≥90 mL/min/1.73 m2 had a
steeper eGFR slope following AKI while the slope from the co-
hort with eGFR of 60–89 mL/min/1.73 m2 was unchanged and
the cohorts with eGFR 45–59 and <45 mL/min/1.73 m2 both had
an increase in eGFR slope comparable to that of the main cohort
with eGFR <60 mL/min/1.73 m2.

Stratification by AKI stage, location, setting and calendar
period

The cohort with a baseline eGFR ≥60 mL/min/1.73 m2 showed
a consistently lower eGFR level following AKI across stage, lo-
cation and setting (Supplementary data, Table S7). The changes
in eGFR levels were −5.5 mL/min/1.73 m2 (IQR −15.7 to 1.8),
−5.4 mL/min/1.73 m2 (IQR −16.7 to 2.2) and −6.7 mL/min/
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1.73 m2 (IQR −19.0 to 1.6) for stage 1, 2 and 3, respectively.When
stratifying by location, community-acquired AKI was associated
with a change in eGFR level of −6.2 mL/min/1.73 m2 (IQR −16.8
to 1.2) and a change in eGFR slope of −0.2 mL/min/1.73 m2/year
(IQR −5.3 to 4.8), while hospital-acquired AKI was associated
with a change in eGFR level of −4.3 mL/min/1.73 m2 (IQR −14.6
to 2.8) and a change in eGFR slope of −0.7 mL/min/1.73 m2/year
(IQR −5.9 to 3.8). Finally, sepsis- and surgery-related AKI were
associated with similar changes in in eGFR level and eGFR slope.

In the cohortwith a baseline eGFR<60mL/min/1.73m2, stage
1, 2 and 3 AKI were associated with changes in eGFR levels of
−2.1 mL/min/1.73 m2 (IQR −8.8 to 4.3), −3.9 mL/min/1.73 m2

(IQR −11.7 to 3.6) and −1.5 mL/min/1.73 m2 (IQR −8.8 to 4.6),
respectively (Supplementary data, Table S8). Community- and
hospital-acquired AKI were associated with drops in eGFR level
of −2.9 mL/min/1.73 m2 (IQR −10.3 to 3.8) and −1.5 mL/min/1.73
m2 (IQR −7.8 to 4.7), respectively. Changes in eGFR slope were
similar across stages, locations and settings of AKI, with the
largest change being associated with community-acquired AKI
[2.1 mL/min/1.73 m2/year (IQR −2.5 to 7.6)].

In both cohorts, the findings were consistent across calendar
periods (Supplementary data, Tables S9 and S10).

Individuals with a rapid decline in eGFR after AKI

Individuals with a rapid decline in eGFR following AKI were
marginally older, had slightly more comorbidities and had a
shorter duration of follow-up, with a larger proportion of indi-
viduals developing kidney failure or dying within 1 and 5 years
after AKI compared with the overall cohort of individuals with
the same baseline eGFR (Supplementary data, Table S11).

DISCUSSION

In this nationwide population-based cohort study of long-term
changes in kidney function related to AKI,we found that AKIwas
consistently associated with a drop in eGFR level when compar-
ing the period after AKI with the period before. The size of the
change in absolute eGFR level variedwith baseline eGFR andwas
largest in the cohort with a baseline eGFR ≥60 mL/min/1.73 m2;
however, the relative changes in eGFR level were similar in the
cohorts with baseline eGFR ≥/<60 mL/min/1.73 m2.Moreover, in
the cohort with eGFR ≥60 mL/min/1.73 m2, AKI was associated
with a decrease in eGFR slope,while in the cohortwith a baseline
eGFR <60 mL/min/1.73 m2, AKI was associated with an increase
in eGFR slope.

The high-quality Danish registries with complete follow-
up on all Danish residents allowed us to examine this
large population-based cohort of individuals with a first-time
recorded AKI. However, some limitations need consideration.
First, to allow for the estimation of individual-level regressions
before and after AKI, we restricted to individuals with three or
more outpatient pCrmeasurementsmore than 90 days apart be-
fore and after AKI. This was reflected by differences in length
of follow-up, the number of outpatient pCr measurements fol-
lowing AKI and mortality after AKI when comparing individuals
included in the study with those not included (Supplementary
data, Table S1). However, findingswere consistent when expand-
ing the cohort to individuals with two or more outpatient mea-
surements (Supplementary data, Table S3). Consequently, our
findings apply to individuals who survive to have repeated out-
patient pCr measurements before and after AKI. Second, we
used linear regression to model eGFR before and after AKI. We
compared eGFR levels and eGFR slopes before and after AKI from

the same individual. Therefore, confounders should be balanced
at the time of AKI. Another approach could have been to use a
mixed effects model with fixed and random effects. This would
have allowed for confounder adjustment in a direct comparison
between subcohorts of individuals with AKI. However, a mixed
effects model was not applicable as model assumptions were
not appropriately fulfilled. Additionally, similar to the linear re-
gression model used, a mixed model would not have accounted
for the selection of individualswho survive to have repeated out-
patient pCr measurements after AKI. This may vary from subco-
hort to subcohort andwould influence the changes in eGFR from
before to after AKI, thus obscuring the comparison. Third, as
data on pCr were collected as a part of routine clinical practice,
certain conditions or groups of individuals may be overrepre-
sented while others may be underrepresented. This could be the
case for young healthy adults without three or more pCr mea-
surements or missing an outpatient baseline pCr measurement
at the time of AKI. Finally, in line with current practice in Den-
mark, we used the CKD-EPI formula for estimating eGFR from
pCr. CKD stage classification can be influenced by the choice
of formula, which has been shown both when comparing CKD-
EPI with the Modification of Diet in Renal Disease and the eGFR
equations without race [37–39]. This should be considered when
comparing results across settings.

Our study extends the findings from prior smaller studies
and contributes new knowledge on the changes in eGFR from
before to after AKI in an unselected population-based cohort.We
report a drop in eGFR level after AKI in the twomain cohortswith
baseline eGFR ≥/<60 mL/min/1.73 m2. These findings are com-
parable to findings from previous studies [14, 19]. However, dis-
crepancies exist as studies on individuals with CKD found that
AKI was not associated with changes in eGFR level [14] or even
a rise in eGFR level [17]. In addition to the drop in eGFR level, we
found a higher median rate of eGFR decline after AKI compared
with before in individuals with a baseline eGFR≥60mL/min/1.73
m2. There is a paucity of studies describing the change in slope
from before to after AKI in unselected individuals with eGFR
≥60 mL/min/1.73 m2. However, our reported decrease in eGFR
slope after AKI aligns with the reported higher rate of eGFR de-
cline after AKI in individuals with an eGFR <90 mL/min/1.73
m2 after coronary angiography [18]. For individuals with base-
line eGFR <60 mL/min/1.73 m2, we found a lower median rate
of eGFR decline after AKI compared with before AKI. Similarly,
a Belgian study reported a lower rate of eGFR decline in individ-
uals with CKD after AKI [19], while an American study reported
a stable eGFR from 1 year before to 5 years after AKI [14]. Other
studies on individuals with CKD report a higher rate of eGFR de-
cline following AKI [15, 17]. This discrepancy may be explained
by differences in cohorts, causes and definitions of AKI. Prior
studies have used research cohorts of individuals with CKD [15,
17], relied on diagnostic coding for AKI identification [14], only
included in-hospital AKI [17] or did not require pCr measure-
ments following AKI, and may thereby have incomplete data on
changes in eGFR [14, 15, 17]. The increase in eGFR slope after AKI
in the cohort with baseline eGFR <60 mL/min/1.73 m2 might be
explained by the exclusion of individuals dying shortly after AKI
without having repeated outpatient pCr measurements. Thus,
1-year mortality among individuals included in this study was
3%, while 1-year mortality among all individuals with first-time
AKI was 33%. The size of eGFR decline after hospital discharge
has been shown to be associated with the risk of death and the
requirement for chronic dialysis [16]. Thus, individuals with the
most pronounced decline in eGFR might not survive to have re-
peated outpatient pCr measurements and could therefore be
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underrepresented in this study of individuals who survive to
have repeated outpatient measurements after AKI.

In conclusion, first-time AKI was associated with changes in
eGFR level and eGFR slope in individuals with repeated outpa-
tient pCr measurements before and after AKI. In the cohort with
a baseline eGFR ≥60 mL/min/1.73 m2, first-time AKI was associ-
ated with both a drop in eGFR level and a decrease in eGFR slope
when comparing the period following AKIwith the period before
AKI. In individuals with a baseline eGFR <60 mL/min/1.73 m2,
first-time AKI was similarly associated with a drop in eGFR level
but also an increase in eGFR slope. Our findings provide new in-
sight into AKI in a population-based setting and emphasize that
while AKI might be considered a short-term condition, it is as-
sociated with a sustained drop in eGFR level and perhaps also
long-term changes in eGFR slope in those who survive to have
repeated pCrmeasurements following AKI. This emphasizes the
importance of clinical awareness and continued research in the
prevention, treatment and follow-up of individuals with AKI.
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